A Point of View

Mobile inter-app testing:
Securing your app experience
Imagine you've received a link via email on your smartphone or tablet. You click on the link, and it opens a native browser – usually, your
favorite, or the default – in your device. However, you are unaware that the link is malicious and it reads all the private data on your browser.
How did this happen? This is a consequence of poor inter-app security testing.
Mobile platforms have been evolving at a scorching pace. Smartphone manufacturers aggressively compete with each other to build
platforms that feature inter-app sharing, audio, and communication support for third-party apps with open-system APIs. This has significant
pay-offs – low system utilization, high delivery ratio and low delivery time, among others. However, the drawbacks are several – these include
vulnerability to app attacks, poor data security, and user privacy violations. Moreover, the rapid rate at which the mobile app market is
growing only compounds the problem of app security.
Handheld devices by their very design are meant to be compact. Therefore, optimizing computing resources during inter- and intra-app
communication or message passing, is a crucial requirement. This, in turn, mandates that data exchanges take place between apps or app
components that are shared or reused. However, this leads to content theft and misuse if the data transfers are unsecure.
Inter-app testing helps mitigate these risks. It analyzes the linked functionalities of two or more apps that are accessible from a single app
and, without incurring losses in app or device performance, uses services called intents, binders, and bundles to plug security holes and seal
permission leaks.

Inter-app testing includes three types of tests:
Functionality tests. These tests require testers to be knowledgeable about all the features of apps that are being used with the app under
test. As an example, consider WhatsApp®, in which a typical functionality check would be to verify whether the app retrieves all your
phonebook contacts and also whether the contacts use WhatsApp®.
Security tests. Inter-app communication or exchange of information is a potential hotbed of vulnerabilities. Testers must make sure that
they check the kind of messaging requests that the app being tested sends or receives from other apps and how it responds to data transfer
requests. For instance, if a user renews his or her service period of WhatsApp Messenger using an m-wallet option, with a credit or debit card
which is linked to their mail account, he or she could possibly risk exposing sensitive data such as a phone number, mail password, or card
details. In such a situation, a malicious app can easily capture the user data that is being sent or received.
Compatibility tests. Compatibility testing ensures that multiple applications work together, even if developed under different frameworks
and environments, as per intended compatibility parameters. A real life instance of this is that of a large UK bank's mobile banking app,
which is compatible with all authorized uses of a given list of OSs.
Let's take a look at three instances of a typical scenario. User A downloads a proprietary video file (an unprotected video format) from an
online music store and shares the video through WhatsApp with User B. User B is using an Android device, which has the VPlayer video player
software. She clicks on the video.
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Three possible failure scenarios can arise:
Scenario 1: The proprietary video file may be unprotected, and hackers could have inserted malicious script into it. If User B doesn't know of
this danger she will try to run it. If her player hasn't been tested to check the contents of the file and it opens, it may execute the
malicious script on her device. This would be a case of poor inter-app security testing.
Scenario 2: User B tries opening the video file in her default video player, and finds that the player's version on her device does not support
the resolution of the video. If the entire screen turns blank when she tries to view it, it means that User B's device has not been
tested for compatibility.
Scenario 3: User B tries opening the file with her default player. But the copy of VPlayer is corrupted and does not open the file. However, User
B has another third-party video player on her device. If the video file from User A does not automatically open and play on the
third-party video player installed on her device, and she has to select the player manually, it is a case of poor functionality testing.
Through Android- and iOS-based implementations, inter-app testing can prevent such occurrences. On Android, it uses a real-time
mechanism called 'feature handling' that includes a library comprising intents and 'intent filters' (which helps testers distinguish between
intent types). Feature handling is currently partially available on iOS, providing inter-app audio, supported by the third-party tool Audio Bus®.

Inter-app testing needs a two-step approach:
n

First, differentiate between two types of intents – 'explicit' and 'implicit' – and test the intent filters. This is critical because each intent
type carries its own series of implementation requests.

n

Next, test how a given intent impacts its associated app components and their constituents (activities, services, broadcast receivers, and
content providers), which occur in extensive hierarchies in typical phone and tablet apps, making inter-app testing a highly specialized
activity.

After carrying out inter-app testing, verify your results by checking for functionality conflicts, security breaches, and compatibility issues.
Here are a few points to keep in mind while doing so:
Functionality conflicts. Sometimes, when two apps have similar features, such as maps and phonebooks, it can create a conflict of
information. If, for instance, you're testing the Android app MyPref® by accessing maps on it, and Apple or Bing maps download, rather than
Google Maps™, this is because of a functionality conflict.
Tip: Make sure that the app you're testing has the capability to use a single instance or a native feature to stand in for a feature that other
apps invoke.
Security breaches. At the heart of inter-app communication and information sharing is data – users' personal messages, their geographical
location, or highly sensitive linked credit card data. Suppose you're playing Candy Crush™ and are about to make some micro-transactions on
the app to get extra moves or power-ups. But let's say the app uses your credit/debit card information, which is already synchronized to your
mail account and, when you attempt to make the transaction, accesses your mail login page. That's an instance of a security breach because
a malicious source could lift your data.
Tip: Make sure that low-level message/request filtering takes place so that, depending on the type of request, the response gets submitted
back to the intended user only.
Compatibility issues. Sometimes, limitations in frameworks or environments result in a particular app not supporting other apps. Let's say
you're using the inter-app audio feature in iOS and you create a piano track on the play/record app Alchemy. Then you try importing it in its
sister app, Looptical, which also has inter-app audio capability. But the track does not play because Looptical is incompatible with Alchemy
although it is compatible with the player/recorder app Nave.
Tip: Notify the end-user about compatibility criteria and limitations.
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A thorough understanding of the Android philosophy, expertise in the OS, and proficiency in developing supported apps will enable
tomorrow's mobile-phone tester to create and adapt test methodologies that replicate and scale well. Developing robust inter-app testing
tools will go a long way in furthering mobile test automation and coverage. Inter-app testing teams must possess a broad skill-set: in-depth
knowledge of a range of mobile platforms, app testing methodologies, and inter-app communication concepts, and proficiency in using
existing and emerging tools like ComDroid, Stowaway®, SanDroid, App360scan, and others.
Mobile inter-app testing has increasingly become strategic for business and other organizations in the Web 2.0 era. It has key benefits for
privacy, user-friendliness, and cost-effectiveness. With handheld devices proliferating in billions, and phone and tablet apps in millions,
inter-app testing is set to become a make-or-break assurance mechanism worldwide.
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